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Gee Horton’s “Coming of Age” series is a visual and thematic exploration of the
complexities of African American adolescence. Thorough the iconography of hip-hop music
and contemporary culture, he dignifies and celebrates the Black experience while
addressing the vulnerability of youth. Using charcoal and graphite, the artist brings his
portraits to life through hyperrealist drawings that demand to be seen.

As a social work practitioner with his MSW (Master of Social Work), Gee thoughtfully
applies psychologist Erik Erikson&#39;s stages of psychosocial development to explore the
environmental and social impacts that shape adolescence, especially those living in
marginalized, urban communities. Black on Both Sides and Me Against the World are two
works that mark the onset of his artistic career and feature Gee’s chosen subject, his
fourteen-year-old nephew. At an age that reflects the most formative years of a young
man’s life, he depicts the influences, cultural expectations, and tense contradictions of
what it means to be Black in America. These two portraits serve as a channel for Gee to
reflect on his own youth, becoming a modality to heal his personal trauma and the
collectives through the grace of his pen.

The Sweetest Thing, a drawing of his niece, “tenders childhood innocence for a little girl
who is simply drawn to beauty. Here it is the beauty of sunflowers; the way they open to
the sun, the way they follow the sun. Her hair is an extension of her entire being and a
beautiful reflection from within, a beauty so bold that it touches everything. But innocence
leaves her unaware of this power while her hair and flowers resemble joy and a sense of
wonder,” says Gee. “It is a reminder that every flower deserves the right to fully blossom.”

Gee Horton is a self-taught multimedia artist residing in Cincinnati, engaging the practice
of social work as a modality to teach, heal, and relate to the youngest members of the
community to the oldest. Through film, photography, installations, live art shows, and
creative community projects…Gee is just getting started.
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